
Dear Colleagues, 

This year, 2020, has been a year like no other!  Most of us have moved our teaching online for 
everyone’s safety. Recently, many of us had students who participated in Guild online for the 
first time.  As teachers, we are adapting to changes and our students are continuing to learn.  
Some of us have noticed that our students have more time to practice because other activities 
have been canceled.  This has been a silver lining during this unusual time. 

Online Scale Olympics 2020 is going to be an amazing event, just like always.  This year, 
students get a choice of date!  They can choose to do their events either Saturday, October 3rd, or 
October 10th, and can choose morning or afternoon on either date. 

You will prepare students just like normal using the guidelines in the Scale Olympics Handbook, 
available for download on the CEOMTA website.  THE ONLY EXCEPTION is Harmonization.  
There will be NO “at-sight” Harmonization this year.  In order to keep to the 16 point system, 
students in Harmonization Levels 1-8 will be required to play TWO “prepared” or “required” 
pieces. Students in the Prep Level will still only prepare one piece.  The details are available on 
the CEOMTA website at this link:  http://www.ceomta.org/scale-olympics-2020-harmonization. 

Register your students online, through the link on the CEOMTA website by September 3rd. 
http://www.ceomta.org/student-events/scale-olympics  One change for this year is that you 
will need to have each student’s contact information and event levels ready when you 
complete the registration form.  Student event levels can be changed up until September 3rd!   

Ten days before Scale Olympics, a 2020 Sight Reading page will be emailed to each teacher who 
has registered students for Sight Reading.  The teacher would email this to the parent of the 
student to print or to display on an iPad for the day of Scale Olympics only!   We are asking that 
the student not look over or practice the music to preserve the integrity of the sight-reading 
event.  

Each teacher registering students for Transposition will need to send one email per student to 
ScaleOlympics2020@gmail.com by September 3rd, with that student’s scanned transposing 
music attached as a separate file.  Each student’s transposition piece should be titled with the 
student name, level, and the keys of transposition.  For example – John Smith-Level 4- original 
key, D and G 

The Ear Training and Theory tests have been made wonderfully convenient for the student. 
Students may even take them in advance of the Scale Olympics day if they wish.  It is 
important for students to know that once they start a test, they need to finish it.  Students 
will not be able to do part of the test at one sitting and return to finish it later.  There is an 
instructional video on our website http://www.ceomta.org/student-events/scale-olympics that 
you can show to your students so that they know what to expect. Links to the appropriate theory 
and ear training tests will be sent with the Zoom Room Links as outlined below. 



Here is how the day of Scale Olympics will work for your student.  The judging portion of the 
day will take place on Zoom.  Your students and parents are very familiar by now with how 
zoom works.  In advance of the day, the parent will receive a start time with 4 zoom room 
invitations and a specific order in which they visit each of these 4 judging rooms.  The student 
simply begins at their assigned start time with 1st zoom room link.  Instead of waiting in the hall 
to enter the room, the student simply waits in the zoom waiting room.  The judge will see that the 
student has arrived and will let the student in as soon as possible.   The student may have to wait 
a bit for their turn, but they should stay in that room until they have played before they go on to 
the next event.   The reason for only 4 rooms is we have strategically combined Scales, 
Cadences, Arpeggios, and Triads in 1 room (SCAT).  The other three zoom room links are 
Harmonization, Transposition and Sight Reading.  Students will only receive links for events 
they have entered, including ear training and theory. 

Once registration is complete, the chairperson will email each teacher a copy of their students’ 
schedule of events and the links for each of those events.  You will email this information to 
each student’s parents.   

Teachers will receive their students Scale Olympics results by email after the event.  

The Scale Olympics Committee is working diligently to ensure that Scale Olympics 2020 is 
an extraordinary experience for students.   Don't fear the unknown.   Embrace the opportunity 
for your students to grow musically! 

Sincerely, 

The Scale Olympics Committee: 

Laura Wynia, Rebecca Buchan, Cynthia Adams, Liz Atkinson, Rachel Mills, Bruce Piper, and 
Annette Suhovecky,  

August 13, 2020 

 


